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Who am I?  



Quick introductions... 



1. Today’s 
agenda

➔ What
Content marketing strategies  and 
buyer personas to understand your 
audience

➔ How
Can you use conversion funnels, 
metrics plus more general tactics to 
drive content success



What 
Is content marketing?



“Content marketing is a strategic 
marketing approach, focused on creating 
and distributing valuable and consistent 
material to attract and retain a clearly 
defined audience - and ultimately, to drive 
profitable customer action.”



Tip

Try building buyer or target audience personas 



Ask the Right Questions

Questions should be to the point and focused 

on gathering important information. Create 

categories to segment information and avoid 

getting a mess.

Ask the Right People

Find your target audience to answer your 

questions by researching your database to find 

patterns in existing customers and do a 

marketing research to find prospects.

Ask the Right Way

You can use surveys, interviews, and do 

research. Questions should be organised, 

appropriate for your target audience, easy to 

understand and answer. Ask for reasons 

behind particular answers to understand 

behaviour.

Communicate the Findings

Once you have analysed the findings and 

created a Buyer Persona, communicate it with 

all employees. They should know the buyer’s 

persona like the back of their hands.

Create Negative Personas as well

Creating a negative buyer persona is 

important to understand how you can exclude 

them from your Marketing and Sales efforts.

Modify Content to Match Buyer Personas

Create content that aligns with your findings, it 

should appeal to your target audience and 

capture their attention.

Targeted Marketing

After you have your Buyer Persona and your 

Tailored content, create Targeted Marketing 

Campaigns. Look at what are the best 

channels for your Target Audience and              

Strategize accordingly.

HOW TO CREATE & USE BUYER PERSONAS



Question

What content has worked well for you in the past 
targeting specific buyer personas?



Question

How many pieces of content do you use every 
week/month?



Tip

Use Google Trends or Think with Google to identify 
industry trends



Tip

Search for “employer branding” blogs or read 
organisations blogs. Generate ideas for your own 
organisation.



Tip

Use Google Trends to identify keyword trends 
relevant for your product or service 



Tip

Research “Content Marketing templates” or work 
with a third party to document a clear annual plan



Tip

Utilise surveys to send to your email database, track 
responses



Tip

Create a content calendar - search “content 
calendar template” or use a third party tool



Tip

Use Google Analytics to track content performance 



Tip

Use Quora to establish yourself as a thought leader, 
answer questions to track back to your content  



How 
Can you implement a content marketing strategy 
effectively?



- Purpose and Goals: Why you are creating 
content, and what value will it provide?

- Audience: Who you are creating content 
for, and how they will benefit?

- Story: What specific, unique, and valuable 
ideas you will build your content assets 
around?

- Process: How you will structure and 
manage your operations in order to activate 
your plans?

- Measurement: How you will gauge 
performance and continually optimise your 
efforts? 



Tip

Research how these platforms could work for you









http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3DEnXHvvbA


If we have time... 
Answer this!



Are blogs useful for 
top, middle of bottom 
of the funnel 
conversion?



Top of the funnel 
(TOFU)



Thank you!

Tip

Please connect on 
LinkedIn and drop me a 
recommendation :-) 
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